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Conflict over fertilization underlies the transient
evolution of reinforcement
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ABSTRACT When two species meet in secondary contact, the production of low fitness hybrids may be prevented by the
adaptive evolution of increased prezygotic isolation, a process known as reinforcement. Theoretical challenges to the evolution
of reinforcement are generally cast as a coordination problem—e.g., recombination may break the association between trait
and preference loci. However, the evolution of reinforcement also poses a potential conflict between mates. For example, the
opportunity costs to hybridization may differ between the sexes or species. This is particularly likely for reinforcement based on
postmating prezygotic (PMPZ) incompatibilities, as the ability to fertilize both conspecific and heterospecific eggs is beneficial
to male gametes, but heterospecific mating may incur a cost for female gametes. We develop a population genetic model
of interspecific conflict over reinforcement inspired by “gametophytic factors”, which act as PMPZ barriers among Zea mays
subspecies. We demonstrate that this conflict results in the transient evolution of reinforcement—after females adaptively evolve
to reject gametes lacking a signal common in conspecific gametes, this gamete signal adaptively introgresses into the other
population. Ultimately the male gamete signal fixes in both species, and prezygotic isolation returns to pre-reinforcement levels.
We interpret geographic patterns of isolation among Z. mays subspecies in light of these findings, and suggest when and how
this conflict can be resolved. Our results suggest that sexual conflict over fertilization may pose an understudied obstacle to the
evolution of reinforcement via PMPZ incompatibilities.
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Introduction

In the highlands of Mexico, a wild teosinte, Zea mays ssp. mex-
icana, often grows alongside and hybridizes with its domesti-
cated relative Zea mays ssp. mays (hereafter, maize) (Hufford
et al. 2013). In these locations, maize-teosinte hybrids are often
disfavored—hybrids are removed from maize fields by anthro-
pogenic weeding and maize traits expressed in teosinte environ-
ments are likely maladaptive (Wilkes 1977), leading to genome
wide selection against admixture with maize despite adaptive in-
trogression of some loci (Calfee et al. 2021). When sympatric with
maize, this teosinte subspecies tends to shows elevated pollen
discrimination—three separate stylar-expressed loci underlie
preferential fertilization by teosinte-like pollen (Moran Lauter
et al. 2017; Lu et al. 2014, 2019; Wang et al. 2018; Lu et al. 2020).
A straightforward explanation for this observation is that post-
mating prezygotic (hereafter PMPZ) isolation has evolved by
reinforcement—that is, this barrier may represent an adaptive
enhancement of reproductive isolation favored because it min-
imizes the misplaced reproductive effort spent in producing
low-fitness hybrids (Dobzhansky 1937; Servedio and Noor 2003).
However, this explanation is insufficient; despite effectively re-
jecting pollen from allopatric maize, these barriers appear inef-
fective with pollen from sympatric maize (Kermicle et al. 2006;
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Kermicle and Evans 2010), where selection for reinforcement
should be strongest.

What could explain this pattern, in which a population in
sympatry with another displays enhanced reproductive isola-
tion that is only effective against allopatric populations of het-
erospecifics, and what are its implication for the process of spe-
ciation? In this case, this pattern is not attributable to the loss of
isolation upon secondary contact, because allopatric teosinte do
not reject maize pollen (Kermicle et al. 2006; Kermicle and Evans
2010). Nor can this case be explained by complex speciation, in
which teosinte sympatric with maize are more recently diverged
from maize than are allopatric teosinte, as this is incompatible
with both genetic evidence and the history of maize domestica-
tion (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009). Rather, we consider the possibility
that this pattern—a biogeographic distribution that runs counter
to the pattern of enhanced incompatibility in sympatry expected
under reinforcement, but which nonetheless displays a novel
prezygotic barrier when populations exchanging genes produce
maladapted hybrids—is a footprint of the historical evolution
and collapse of reinforcement driven by a conflict between the
sexes over fertilization. This possibility has broad implications
beyond the motivating case of Z. mays subspecies, as it makes
clear that a conflict between the sexes over mating presents
a largely overlooked (but see Parker and Partridge 1998, for
earlier ideas along these lines) challenge to the evolution of
reinforcement.

Reinforcement is generally conceptualized as the evolution
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of enhanced prezygotic isolation (e.g. Felsenstein 1981) via
female preference or trait matching (Kopp et al. 2018). These
mechanisms implicitly assume either that males and females
have a shared interest in avoiding the production of maladapted
hybrids, or that preventing the production of low-fitness hy-
brid offspring is beneficial to females and an opportunity cost
to males—that is, any fitness benefit to females of attracting a
heterospecific mate would be small, relative to the loss of con-
specific mating opportunities for males. However, reproductive
interactions are often more fractious than this—the costs of re-
productive effort can differ by sex and/or reproductive stage
(Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). For example, in some cases the ben-
efit of siring low fitness hybrids may exceed the opportunity
cost for a male but not for a female (in other words, present an
overall benefit to only males). In such cases, male and female
interests are not always aligned, and sexual conflict over the
hybridization rate (Parker and Partridge 1998) may create an
often overlooked hurdle to the evolution of reinforcement.

Inspired by PMPZ incompatibilities between Z. mays sub-
species, we develop a population genetic model to evaluate how
this sexual conflict over hybridization can alter the evolution of
reinforcement. Specifically, we model PMPZ incompatibilities
as “gametophytic factors”, consisting of a stylar locus for which
individuals with an incompatible allele can only be fertilized by
pollen bearing the allele that can overcome this incompatibility.
From the female perspective, there are multiple chances to get
conspecific pollen, so stylar alleles that discriminate against in-
terspecific pollen in favor of compatible conspecific pollen will
be favored; and from the male perspective, pollen grains on het-
erospecific styles cannot be redirected, so universally compatible
pollen alleles will be favored. We show that asymmetry in costs
and benefits of hybridization faced by males and females results
in the transient evolution of reinforcement, as, following the
initial adaptive evolution of the stylar barrier, alleles that con-
fer male compatibility adaptively introgress across populations.
This model thus generates a signature consistent with observa-
tions in Z. mays subspecies. Notably, we find a similar outcome
when two populations have their own unique incompatibilities,
suggesting that this result is attributable to asymmetric costs
and benefits experienced by the sexes, and not asymmetry in
cross success.

Beyond this motivating case, our model suggests that sexual
conflict—a mismatch between optimal fertilization outcomes
of each sex—makes novel predictions and provides potential
explanations for numerous patterns in nature. Our results
are particularly relevant to many potential cases of reinforce-
ment by gamete recognition in plants, broadcast spawners
(e.g. Lysin/VERL in abalone (Swanson and Vacquier 1998) or
Bindin/EBR1 (Metz et al. 1994) in sea urchins), and even cases
of internal fertilization in which premating isolation is ineffi-
cient, costly, or otherwise unpreferred (Turissini et al. 2017). In
these situations, we predict that reinforcement by PMPZ will be
rare, transient, or involve a trade-off between heterospecific and
conspecific fertilization.

Results

Model overview
We deterministically iterate a model inspired by empirical ob-
servations in a wild teosinte subspecies of Zea mays, where pairs
of tightly-linked loci—termed gametophytic factors—mediate
PMPZ (in)compatibility with domesticated maize (Moran Lauter
et al. 2017; Lu et al. 2014, 2019; Wang et al. 2018). We there-
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Figure 1 Model dynamics (A) Gametophytic factors of maize
and teosinte. The dominant F allele encodes a stylar fertiliza-
tion barrier that can only be overcome by the pollen-expressed
compatibility allele M. (B) Pollen flows between two diverged
populations (hereafter maize and teosinte) facing different
selective pressures. Colors denote gametophytic factor haplo-
types, and shapes signify genotypes at a divergently selected
allele. Initially, maize is fixed for the non-barrier f allele and
the incompatible pollen-expressed m allele, and a locally adap-
tive allele at adaptation locus A (haplotype mfa). Teosinte is
initially fixed for the pollen compatibility allele and its locally
adapted allele, with a rare stylar barrier allele (haplotypes MfA
and MFA). (C) We run the model from this initial parameteriza-
tion at generation T0 until the F allele reaches its equilibrium
frequency, shown in the bottom panel. If some reinforcement
evolves by time T1 (equivalent to the F allele increasing in fre-
quency in teosinte), two further outcomes are possible: the M
allele may introgress onto the locally adaptive background
and fix in both populations, leading to the breakdown of rein-
forcement; or, in extreme cases, the M allele may fail to spread
in maize while F continues to spread through the teosinte pop-
ulation, leading to complete reinforcement.

fore refer to maize and teosinte in our model to simplify bi-
ological interpretation. We note that our use of the terms
“male” and “female” refer to male and female function, or
pollen and pistil function, respectively. A full description of
this iteration is in Supp. Text S1, and the code is available at
https://github.com/carushworth/gameto-theory.

Population structure, migration, and pollination: We model two
demes—one representing a “maize” and the other a “teosinte”
environment (i.e. a two-island model) with all migration occur-
ring via pollen. Every generation, a proportion gmaize→teo of
pollen in the teosinte environment originates from plants in the
maize environment, and gteo→maize pollen in the maize environ-
ment originates in the teosinte environment (Figure 1B). Within
each environment, pollen lands on styles at random.

Fertilization: Although pollination within a deme is random,
fertilization is controlled by a two-locus PMPZ incompatibil-
ity (sensu Lorch and Servedio 2007). The stylar-acting locus
F is under diploid control. We assume the incompatibility is
dominant—i.e. styles with one or two F alleles discriminate be-
tween pollen genotypes, preferentially accepting pollen with the
M allele (Figure 1A). Fertilization is random in styles homozy-
gous for the compatibility allele f . This notation differs from
that in the existing literature, which treats gametophytic factors
as four haplotypes rather than pairs of two locus genotypes (see
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Supp. Text S2).
We assume no direct fitness cost to the female incompati-

bility (e.g. there is no preference cost) or male compatibility.
We further assume that the stylar barrier F is initially rare in
teosinte (1% frequency) and absent in maize, and that the male
compatibility allele M is fixed in teosinte and absent in maize.
Variation in the initial frequency of M in teosinte, however, has
nearly no effect on the outcome (Fig. S1). Finally, we assume
that styles with barrier genotypes cannot be fertilized by in-
compatible pollen; relaxing this assumption results in expected
quantitative differences in results, but does not change our qual-
itative conclusions (Fig. S2).

Selection: We model isolation by local adaptation (following
Kirkpatrick 2001) with extrinsic isolation driven by n local adap-
tation loci, each noted asAi, where the subscript i is an arbitrary
index of loci. Selection coefficients are smaize and steo in maize
and teosinte environments, respectively, and fitness w is multi-
plicative within and among loci, w = (1− s)# maladapted alleles.

Recombination and genome structure: We initially assume a lo-
cus order of A1MF , with recombination rates rA1M and rMF ,
and that local adaptation lociA2 throughAn are unlinked to one
another and theM and F loci. After presenting these results,
we explore alternative marker orders.

A second gametophytic factor: To ensure that our results are not
due to asymmetry of variation for female choice in only one
population, we introduce a second unlinked incompatibility
locus: AzMzFz. This second barrier acts like the first, detailed
above, but Fz is initially rare in maize and absent in teosinte, and
Mz is initially fixed in maize and absent in teosinte.

Sexual Conflict Leads to Transient Reinforcement
When reinforcement evolves, it is almost always transient. The
rise and fall of reinforcement, as well as allele and haplotype
frequency dynamics across generations for one set of parameter
values, is shown in Figure 2 (see figure legend for parameter
values).

In this example, substantial reinforcement evolves and can
near completion (Phase 1, Fig. 2A), but is ultimately fleeting.
Reinforcement begins as the female incompatibility allele F in-
creases in frequency in teosinte (Fig. 2B), and prevents fertiliza-
tion by locally maladapted immigrant maize haplotypes. This
maintains both the high frequency of locally adapted (A) and
pollen compatible (M) alleles in teosinte (Fig. 2C) and the near
complete linkage disequilibrium between them (note the large
value of r2

AM in Fig. 2D,F). Because F is rare in maize during
this early phase, the direct advantage to the M allele in maize
is initially very small. The allele remains at low frequency for
some time, as it is removed by linked viability selection (see
discussion of Fig. 3, below).

Subsequently, however, the male compatibility allele M re-
combines onto the a background, undermining reinforcement as
it spreads and introgresses into maize (Phase 2 of Fig. 2). That
is, migration of teosinte haplotypes into maize enables recombi-
nation of M onto the locally adapted maize background. As the
aM f haplotype sweeps through maize (Fig. 2E), LD between
locally adapted and pollen compatibility alleles, r2

AM decreases
in both populations (Fig. 2D,F).

This decrease in LD between pollen expressed and locally
adaptive alleles attenuates selection against the stylar incompat-
ibility allele F in maize, allowing the modest mating advantage
to facilitate the spread of the M allele (Fig. 2B). As M rises in
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Figure 2 The rise and fall of reinforcement in three phases.
A stylar barrier allele F preventing fertilization by m pollen
spreads in teosinte (Phase 1: light blue). The compatible pollen
allele, M, next introgresses into the maize population and
spreads (Phase 2: white). After M fixes, the barrier F slowly
disassociates from the teosinte background, eventually equi-
librating in both populations (Phase 3: light grey). (A) Rein-
forcement is transient, building in Phase 1 and breaking down
in Phase 2. The pink line shows zero reinforcement. (B) Allele
frequencies in both populations, with solid lines in teosinte
and dashed lines in maize. The F allele increases in teosinte,
followed by fixation of M and subsequent neutrality of F. (C)
Haplotype frequencies over time in teosinte. (D) Gametic link-
age disequilibrium (LD), measured as r2, for all pairs of loci
in teosinte. (E) Haplotype frequencies over time in maize. (F)
Gametic LD in maize for all pairs of loci. All measures de-
scribe populations after selection and before recombination.
This figure illustrates a single set of parameter values with
one adaptive locus. Selection: steo = smaize = 0.75; Migra-
tion: gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.1; Recombination: rAM =
rMF = 0.0001; Allele frequencies: fM0,teo = 1, fM0,maize = 0,
fF0,teo = 0.01, fF0,maize = 0.

frequency and eventually fixes across the metapopulation (Fig.
2B), migrant pollen are no longer rejected, indicated by reinforce-
ment approaching zero in Fig. 2B. At this point, selection against
F in maize weakens until it is completely neutral (see discussion
of Fig. 3, below). From then on, F slowly equilibrates across
populations (Phase 3 of Fig. 2A) as continued migration and
recombination between the A and F loci decreases LD between
them (Fig. 2D,F).

Allele frequency change across the life cycle

We now show how migration, fertilization and selection drive
changes in allele frequencies across the life cycle (Fig. 3). See
Supp. Text S3 for exact expressions.

Migration homogenizes allele frequencies. The change in allele
frequency by pollen migration is the difference in allele frequen-
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Figure 3 Allele frequency change across the life cycle. Alleles A, M, and F, which are located in teosinte, change in frequency
across the metapopulation as described in the main text. The transparent thick pink line at zero denotes no change in allele fre-
quency during this life phase. During migration (A), teosinte alleles decrease in frequency in teosinte (solid line, indicated by
values below the zero line) and increase in maize (dotted line, indicated by values above the zero line). During fertilization (B),
teosinte alleles increase in both populations. This effect is strongest in their local population, due to a direct fertilization advantage
of M in combination with linkage disequilibrium among loci. (C) Selection on A in teosinte increases its frequency throughout,
while the frequency of A in maize is consistently negatively impacted. Linkage between A and M results in overlapping lines dur-
ing phase 1. The transition from phase 1 to phase 2 is marked by a dip in the frequency of A, caused by near-fixation of F on the
A background, as migrant maize haplotypes are unable to penetrate the teosinte population at the peak of F’s frequency. (D) de-
composes selection on F into two components of allele frequency change. In dark blue we show “reinforcing selection” (the F allele
frequency change attributable to preferential fusion with M), which enables avoidance of the maladapted a allele in teosinte. In
light blue we show the allele frequency change attributable to the incidental gametic phase linkage between F and A; see Methods
for more detail. Parameter values: Figures generated with one locally adaptive allele with steo = smaize = 0.75, migration rates,
gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.1, and recombination rates rAM = rMF = 0.0001. Initially, populations are locally adapted ( fA,teo=
1− fA,maize = 1), with M fixed in teosinte and absent in maize, and F at frequency 0.01 in teosinte and absent in maize. Background
shading marks phase one (light blue), phase two (white), and phase three (grey) of transient reinforcement, as in Figure 2.

cies between populations weighted by the migration rate (Eq.
S1). This homogenizes allele frequencies (Figure 3A), which
can be seen as the decrease in frequency of all teosinte alleles
in teosinte (solid lines for A, M, and F are all always less than
zero) and the increase in frequency of all teosinte alleles in maize
(dashed lines are always greater than zero).

The stylar barrier F favors the male compatibility allele M and indi-
rectly favors alleles in LD with M: Assuming dominance of the
female postmating incompatibility allele, the fertilization advan-
tage of M depends on the proportion of incompatible styles in
the present generation (i.e. those that are heterozygous or ho-
mozygous for F). This equals 1− p f f , where p f f , the frequency
of styles homozygous for the f allele, differs from p2

f due to
non-random fertilization. As we derive in Eqs. S2 and S3, the in-
crease in frequency of allele M from pollen to paternally-derived
haplotypes equals

∆p fertilization = (1− p f f )
p′M p′mc
1− cp′m

(1)

where c is the intensity of discrimination against incompatible
pollen-expressed alleles, and the super-script ′ indicates that al-
lele frequencies in pollen are taken after migration, while female
frequencies are not noted by ′ because only pollen migrate.

In line with this analytical result, Figure 3B shows that the
frequency of the M allele in both populations always increases
during fertilization until it fixes at the start of Phase 3. In addi-
tion to directly increasing the frequency of the M allele, selection
indirectly favors alleles in LD with it (Eq. S4-S5). Because LD
among all teosinte alleles is > 0, both the A and F alleles in-
crease in frequency through a fertilization advantage to M in
both populations (Fig. 3B). This incompatibility system gen-
erates a trans association between maternally-derived F and
paternally-derivedM alleles (Eq. S6).

Allele frequency change by natural selection follows standard ex-
pectations: Selection increases the frequency of the locally
adapted allele at locus A in each environment (Fig. 3C, Eq.
S7-S8). Likewise, linked selection on M and F alleles (Fig. 3C)
reflect LD with the locally adapted alleles (Fig. 2D and F), with
alleles in positive LD with A increasing in frequency in teosinte
and decreasing in frequency in maize (Eq. S9).

Selection favors the female incompatibility in teosinte and disfavors
it in maize: In the Methods, we describe our novel approach
to partition the extent to which the increase in frequency of
the female isolating barrier F is attributable to reinforcing se-
lection (Hopkins et al. 2014) versus linked selection. The initial
increase in frequency of F in teosinte (during Phase 1) is largely
attributable to selection for reinforcement, but its persistence ad-
vantage, once M has reached appreciable frequency in maize, is
attributable to linked selection (Fig. 3D). Both selection against
this incompatibility (i.e. because it is preferentially fertilized
by A bearing pollen) and linked selection (i.e. because it is in
gametic phase LD with the locally maladapted A allele) acting
on the A locus act to disfavor F in maize. Selection against
the incompatibility in maize due to its effects on non-random
fertilization weaken as recombination erodes LD between M
and A, while indirect selection against F in maize weakens as
recombination erodes LD between F and A (Fig. 3D).

Determinants of the strength and duration of reinforcement
We now show how varying parameter values influence the max-
imum amount (Fig. 4A-D) and duration (Fig. 4E-H) of reinforce-
ment in the face of this conflict.

Reinforcement often requires strong selection: As the intensity
of selection on the locally adaptive allele intensifies, the maxi-
mum extent (Fig. 4A) and total duration (Fig. 4E) of reinforce-
ment both increase. With symmetric selection and symmetric
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migration, selection on the local adaptation locus must be ex-
ceptionally strong for any reinforcement to evolve—e.g. even
with s = 0.3 only very subtle reinforcement evolves for a very
short time. However, other parameter choices—e.g. asymmetric
migration or selection—can mediate the strength of selection
required for reinforcement to evolve (see below).

With symmetric migration and asymmetric selection, the
strength of selection in maize (i.e. the population without the
stylar incompatibility) generally has a greater effect on the extent
and duration of reinforcement than does the strength of selection
in teosinte (Fig. 4B and F, respectively, and across migration rates
in Fig. S3). This is because strong selection in maize minimizes
the opportunity for M to recombine onto the locally adapted a
background before the migrant MA haplotype is removed by
selection.

The extent and symmetry of migration mediates reinforcement:
With symmetric migration, intermediate migration rates always
maximize the extent of reinforcement (Fig. 4A), while the dura-
tion of reinforcement decreases as the migration rate increases
(Fig. 4E), regardless of the selection coefficient s.

The effect of asymmetric migration on the extent of reinforce-
ment highlights the role of migration in mediating this conflict.
Migration from maize to teosinte increases selection for rein-
forcement by increasing the number of maladapted immigrants,
resulting in stronger reinforcement as gmaize→teo increases (Fig.
4C). By contrast, increasing migration from teosinte to maize ac-
celerates the introgression of the M allele into maize, especially
at higher migration rates, rapidly undermining reinforcement
(Fig. 4G). With unidirectional migration from maize to teosinte,
substantial reinforcement can persist for prolonged time periods
(Fig. 4C,G).

Tight linkage between the male (in)compatibility locusM and a single
local adaptation locusA results in greater reinforcement: WhenA
andM are tightly linked, substantial reinforcement can evolve
and last for some time. However, the strength and duration
of reinforcement drops, initially modestly, and then quite pre-
cipitously, as the recombination rate increases, with nearly no
reinforcement evolving when A andM are unlinked (Fig. 4D,
H). The selection coefficient modulates this effect of recombina-
tion (Fig. S4): when selection is very strong (e.g. s > 0.6) some
reinforcement can evolve, even when A andM are separated
by up to a centiMorgan (i.e. rAM = 0.01).

This result suggests that the rate of recombination between
the local adaptation and male compatibility loci, rAM, underlies
the sexual conflict over reinforcement. When rAM is high, mean-
ing A andM are loosely linked, M can more easily recombine
onto the locally adapted a background, which facilitates its in-
trogression. By escaping from the A background, M has greater
long-term viability in maize than it would if it remained associ-
ated with the a allele, and thus the male benefit to overcoming
the female barrier F is increased.

Linkage between female barrier and male (in)compatibility alleles
does not strongly impact the amount or duration of reinforcement:
Contrary to classic results of reinforcement theory (Felsenstein
1981), linkage between the male and female (in)compatibility
alleles, rMF , has a very modest effect on the evolution of rein-
forcement. This effect is robust across most selection coefficients
and most values of rAM (Fig. 4D,H, reproduced in Fig. S5A,D).
This result is not driven by marker order, as the extent and du-
ration of reinforcement is largely insensitive to rMF in models
with loci inMFA order (Fig. S5B,E).

Instead, linkage between the local adaptation locus A and
eitherM or F loci are critical to the evolution of reinforcement.
Marker order MAF highlights the impact of recombination
between the components of the PMPZ incompatibility complex
on both the duration and intensity of reinforcement (Fig. S5C,F).
We find that while both rAM and rFA modulate the level of
reinforcement (Fig. S5C), the duration of reinforcement is nearly
completely determined by recombination between the male com-
patibilityM and local adaptation locus A, rAM. Reinforcement
duration is nearly independent of rFA (Fig. S5E), consistent with
sexual conflict undermining the evolution of reinforcement by
PMPZ incompatibilities.

The presence of multiple unlinked local adaptation loci allows for
(transient) reinforcement: Our results so far suggest that tran-
sient reinforcement by PMPZ incompatibilities requires tight
linkage between divergently selected loci and loci underlying
this incompatibility. However, the genetic architecture of local
adaptation is often polygenic (Barghi et al. 2020), and this is
also likely the case in diverged Z. mays subspecies (Wallace et al.
2014). Thus tight linkage between locally adaptive alleles and
PMPZ incompatibilities may be biologically unrealistic.

We therefore investigate if weaker selection at more unlinked
loci can allow reinforcement to transiently evolve by setting
rA1M to 0.5, and introducing up to four additional unlinked
local adaptation A loci. Figure 5 shows that reinforcement can
evolve when alternate alleles at numerous unlinked loci expe-
rience divergent selection in the two populations. This reflects
recent work showing that, when numerous loci underlie repro-
ductive isolation, selection on early-generation hybrids acts not
against isolated loci, but on phenotypes underlain by pedigree
relationships (Veller et al. 2019). While the selection coefficients
displayed are still quite large, this suggests that weaker selec-
tion at many loci could likely result in the transient evolution of
reinforcement.

An opposing gametophytic factor does not stabilize reinforcement:
Finally, the transient nature of reinforcement by PMPZ incompat-
ibilities could plausibly be due to asymmetry in female choice.
That is, variation in female choice present in one population, but
not the other, may underlie asymmetry that results in transience.
To explore this possibility, we added an unlinked gametophytic
factor and local adaptation locus to the maize population. While
this complementary incompatibility allows reinforcement to
begin at lower selection intensities and slightly expands the pa-
rameter space for which reinforcement stably evolves (Fig. S6A),
reinforcement remains transient across most of the parameter
space (Fig. S6B).

Discussion

For decades, researchers have presented theoretical and empir-
ical challenges to the process of reinforcement, starting with
Felsenstein’s foundational paper (Felsenstein 1981), which iden-
tified recombination as a critical challenge to reinforcement.
Since then, a large body of theory has investigated the circum-
stances that permit reinforcement to evolve, along with those
that hinder it (reviewed in Kirkpatrick and Ravigné 2002). De-
spite its potential role in hampering speciation (Parker and Par-
tridge 1998), sexual conflict over hybridization has received
little attention in the literature, usually as a brief aside in pa-
pers concerning the role of sexual conflict in speciation more
broadly (Parker and Partridge 1998; Gavrilets and Hayashi 2005;
Gavrilets 2014). We identify the transient dynamics generated by
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Figure 4 The maximum amount (A – D) and duration (E – H) of reinforcement: Reinforcement as a function of symmetric selec-
tion and migration (A and E with rAM = rMF = 10−4), different selection coefficients in maize and teosinte (B and F, with
gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.03 and rAM = rMF = 10−4), asymmetric migration rates across numerous selection coeffi-
cients (C and G, with rAM = rMF = 10−4), and recombination rates (D and H, with a symmetric selection coefficient of 0.8
and gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.03). Note that the x-axis in figures D and H moves from loose linkage on the left to tight linkage on
the right. Complete or non-transient reinforcement is visible on the far right of figures F and H, indicated by the darkest green time
duration, and the ∞ symbol in F. The amount of reinforcement is quantified as (p[z,gen=x] − p[z,gen=0])/p[z,gen=0], where pz equals the
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sexual conflict over reinforcement and the evolutionary traces it
leaves behind—namely the adaptive spread of female barriers in
one species/population and the adaptive introgression of male
compatibility alleles into the other. These results provide a rich
set of predictions and interpretations of empirical patterns that
were absent from previous game theoretic (Parker and Partridge
1998; Gavrilets and Hayashi 2005) and verbal (Coyne and Orr
2004) models.

In our model, sexual selection favors a male gametic trait that
overcomes a heterospecific female barrier. This poses a conflict:
females are selected to avoid the production of maladapted hy-
brids, while male gametes that increase their fertilization success
will generally be favored. In our model, the breakdown of repro-
ductive isolation is marked by the rapid adaptive introgression
of the male compatibility factor into maize, following recombi-
nation onto the locally adapted haplotype. Back-migration of
this allele into the teosinte population hastens its fixation across
populations. The final step in the model is the slow homoge-
nization of the female barrier allele across demes, as the male
compatibility allele fixes in both, rendering the isolating barrier
allele ineffective. Ultimately, we show that barriers acting at
different stages of hybridization can affect how reinforcement
proceeds. Below we discuss the relationship of our results to
previous theory, implications for the process of reinforcement,
and empirical implications for hybridizing Zea mays subspecies
and other taxa.

Theoretical context and predictions for reinforcement

Previous models of reinforcement treated the sexes interchange-
ably (Felsenstein 1981), or assumed assortative mating under
female control (Lande 1981; Servedio and Kirkpatrick 1997;

Kelly and Noor 1996), either by “matching” or classical “prefer-
ence/trait” mechanisms of assortative mating (Kopp et al. 2018)
(but see Spencer et al. 1986, as a notable exception). Both
matching and classical preference/trait models induce a trade-
off between interspecific and intraspecific mating: a male with a
trait favored by heterospecific females will have limited mating
success with conspecific females.

While numerous studies have addressed the role of introgres-
sion in reinforcement (e.g. Sanderson 1989; Liou and Price 1994;
Kirkpatrick and Servedio 1999; Servedio 2000; Matute 2010a), a
distinguishing feature of our model is the mechanism of non-
random fertilization, which we model as a PMPZ incompatibil-
ity functioning like a gametophytic factor in Zea mays (Kermicle
2006) and PMPZ barriers in broadcast spawners (e.g. Lessios
2007). In our incompatibility-based model, introgression of a
male compatibility allele is facilitated by the fact that it does not
prevent intraspecific mating—that is, by definition our model
lacks an evolutionary trade-off between intra- and interspecific
mating. As such, (in)compatibility type mating interactions can
result in the transient evolution of reinforcement, while match-
ing or classic preference/trait models cannot.

In general, premating barriers will incur more similar op-
portunity costs to males and females, thus minimizing sexual
conflict, while opportunity costs might differ between sexes for
PMPZ isolation. However, certain physical and/or biochemical
properties of PMPZ interactions may minimize the opportunity
for interspecific sexual conflict by enforcing a trade-off between
overcoming a heterospecific barrier and successfully fertilizing
conspecifics, which would allow for the evolutionary stability of
reinforcement. For example, as Howard (Howard 1993) argued,
and Lorch & Servedio (Lorch and Servedio 2007) showed, a pref-
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Figure 5 Oligogenic ecological selection: The maximum
strength (A) and duration (B) of reinforcement with ecolog-
ical selection at n loci, where all ecologically selected loci are
unlinked to one another and to the gametophytic factor. The
selection coefficient s against a maladaptive allele is multiplica-
tive within and among loci – e.g. the fitness of an individual
homozygous for the locally maladaptive allele at all n loci is
(1− s)2n). Migration rate g is symmetric and recombination
rate rMF = 10−4.

erence for conspecific sperm can stably evolve to minimize inter-
specific fertilization. Thus we expect conspecific sperm prece-
dence in competitive fertilization to allow stable (non-transient)
reinforcement by PMPZ isolation (e.g. Castillo and Moyle 2019).
Likewise, mechanistic features of non-competitive fertilization
can also induce a trade-off between inter- and intraspecific cross-
ing success. For example, if pollen must grow an optimal dis-
tance to fertilize an ovule (as observed in interspecific Nicotiana
crosses Lee et al. 2008), success on both inter- and intraspecific
styles is impossible. Finally, if reinforced prezygotic barriers
operate like the two-locus incompatibility in our model (e.g. if
one species evolved preference for a neutral trait ignored by
the other species), there would be no opportunity cost and we
expect dynamics identical to those in our model.

The role of sexual conflict and sexual selection in reinforce-
ment

Our model shows that the common phenomenon of sexual con-
flict (see Arnqvist and Rowe 2005, for examples), wherein male
and female interests are misaligned, can erode reinforcement
by PMPZ incompatibilities. This role for sexual conflict in re-
moving species boundaries runs counter to the conventional
role it is thought to play in speciation (Van Doorn et al. 2001;
Gavrilets and Waxman 2002; Rice 1996, but see Parker and Par-

tridge (1998)). Previous theory (Gavrilets and Waxman 2002)
and experiments (Palopoli et al. 2015), as well as natural patterns
of reproductive isolation (Brandvain and Haig 2005; Ting et al.
2014) and diversification rates (Arnqvist et al. 2000) suggest that
independent coevolutionary arms races between male and fe-
male traits in two incipient species can pleiotropically result in
behavioral or mechanical isolation. In this manner, intraspecific
sexual conflict was thought to be an “engine of speciation” (Rice
et al. 2005).

By contrast, we show that the interspecific conflict be-
tween the sexes over fertilization hampers speciation by un-
dermining the evolution of reinforcement. This highlights an
under-appreciated challenge to reinforcement by PMPZ barriers.
Broadly, our results align with studies suggesting that incompat-
ibilities (Bank et al. 2012), especially those with a transmission
advantage (Meiklejohn et al. 2018), can adaptively introgress
across species boundaries.

Servedio & Bürger (Servedio and Bürger 2014) found that
Fisherian sexual selection can undermine reinforcement, and
specifically that movement of female preference alleles across
species can favor heterospecific male traits by sexual selection
even when such traits are disfavored by natural selection. Their
model incorporates a mating advantage to maladaptive male
traits, which undermines the evolution of reinforcement. In
contrast, our model shows that the benefit of siring low fitness
hybrids (when the alternative is missed fertilization opportuni-
ties that result in no offspring) can also undermine the evolution
of reinforcement. Counter to expectations of the Servedio &
Bürger (Servedio and Bürger 2014) model, the stylar barrier al-
lele in our model is at low frequency for a substantial period of
time in maize, as it is disfavored while the locally adaptive trait
is in linkage disequilibrium with the male compatibility allele.
As such, our models make contrasting predictions: Servedio &
Bürger’s model (Servedio and Bürger 2014) predicts that alter-
native female preferences will coexist in both populations early
in the evolutionary process, while our model predicts that fe-
male preference for the ”wrong” species signal will only become
common in both populations very late in the process of genetic
exchange, once the male trait is fixed and the preference is moot.

Our model can be seen as a specific instance of the lek para-
dox (Borgia 1979), as a female preference ultimately erodes vari-
ation for a male trait. Following previous proposed resolutions
of the lek paradox (e.g. Rowe and Houle 1996), Proulx (Proulx
2001) suggested that a female preference for an indicator of pa-
ternal fitness (e.g. sperm competitiveness) could act as a “single
allele” mechanism of reinforcement (sensu Felsenstein 1981).
Under a model of local adaptation, however, the efficacy of this
resolution depends on details of population structure. In our
model, rather than being resolved, the lek paradox leaves a
signature of the “ghost of reinforcement past.”

Empirical implications, predictions, and interpretation of cur-
rent observations

We show that reinforcement by PMPZ incompatibilities is quite
precarious. As such, to the extent that such barriers do not incur
a trade-off between conspecific and heterospecific fertilization
success, we predict that reinforcement by PMPZ barriers should
be rare. Thus, the finding that gametic isolation in broadcast
spawners is not the product of reinforcement (contrary to initial
claims e.g. (Geyer and Palumbi 2003), discussed in Vacquier and
Swanson 2011), as well as meta-analyses showing that PMPZ iso-
lation does not differ between sympatric and allopatric species
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pairs in Drosophila (Turissini and Matute 2017) or across three
angiosperm genera (Moyle et al. 2004), are consistent with our
model.

However, this negative evidence is not necessarily evidence
for the negative. While a dearth of evidence of reinforcement
by PMPZ isolation is consistent with our theory, the few docu-
mented cases in which PMPZ barriers are reinforced allow for
better evaluation of its predictions. Specifically, we predict that
reinforcement by PMPZ barriers involves (1) recent sympatry,
so that the male barrier has not yet taken off, or (2) a trade-off
between male success in overcoming inter- and intraspecific
postmating barriers, as is found in preference/trait mechanisms,
or (3) unidirectional gene flow, and/or (4) exceptionally strong
postzygotic isolation, such that gene flow is vanishingly rare.

Poikela et al. (Poikela et al. 2019) found elevated PMPZ iso-
lation in D. flavomontana populations recently sympatric with
D. montana, suggesting reinforcement by PMPZ isolation in this
case, but found evidence for reinforcement by premating isola-
tion in populations sympatric for longer periods. Again, while
reinforcement by PMPZ isolation in a recently sympatric popu-
lation and reinforcement by premating isolation in a population
sympatric for longer does not prove that reinforcement by PMPZ
isolation was transient, it is consistent with this theoretical pre-
diction. In another convincing case, Castillo and Moyle (Castillo
and Moyle 2019) observed elevated conspecific sperm prece-
dence for D. pseudoobscura in populations sympatric with D.
persimilis (Castillo and Moyle 2019). While the reciprocal cross
direction was not examined in this study, sympatric males with
a competitive advantage over conspecifics were out-competed
by allopatric conspecifics, suggesting an underlying trade-off
in sperm performance. Kay (Kay and Schemske 2008; Yost and
Kay 2009) found strong evidence consistent with reinforcement
by PMPZ isolation between wild gingers C. scaber and sym-
patric C. pulverulentus. Intriguingly, gene flow in this case is
unidirectional (Kay 2006) and is therefore consistent with pre-
dictions from out model. Reinforcement by PMPZ isolation in
D. yakuba and D. santomea is most difficult to reconcile with our
model, as they have a stable hybrid zone, no evidence of conspe-
cific sperm precedence, and bidirectional hybridization (Matute
2010b). However, Turissini et al. (Turissini and Matute 2017)
observed only short (i.e. very old) blocks of introgression in this
species pair, suggesting nearly no ongoing gene flow. In sum,
our theory could explain the existing cases of reinforcement by
PMPZ isolation, and generates specific hypotheses to be tested
in additional systems.

Study limitations and predictions for maize and teosinte

Our model is inspired by PMPZ incompatibilities in Zea mays
subspecies. However, we simplified this system for analysis,
and parameter values and modelling choices are not carefully
calibrated to the biology of this or any other system. Most no-
tably, we assumed only two populations, a single gametophytic
factor, and a simple multiplicative fitness function across a small
number of divergently selected loci. Our model revealed that
strong ecological selection is required for PMPZ incompatibility
to evolve by reinforcing selection. Yet this requirement became
less stringent as we included more loci, which suggests that the
genetic architecture of local adaptation is a key area for further
exploration.

It is difficult to choose an appropriate model for local adap-
tation and linkage between locally adaptive alleles and PMPZ
incompatibilities. Adaptive differentiation can be controlled by

few (Selby and Willis 2018; Lowry and Willis 2010) or many
(Yeaman 2013) loci; and the linkage between locally adaptive
alleles and PMPZ incompatibilities is biologically variable, and
rarely known. Intriguingly, tga1 and su1, two “domestication”
loci likely experiencing strong divergent selection in maize and
teosinte, are relatively close (within 10 centiMorgans) to one
gametophytic factor, suggesting that our simple single adaptive
locus model may be consistent with some features of this system
Wang et al. (2005); Whitt et al. (2002). However, at least three
gametophytic factors—tightly linked pairs ofM and F loci—
exist in this subspecies pair. The other gametophytic factors in
Z. mays are not closely linked to loci known to experience strong
divergent selection, suggesting that more complex architecture
must be incorporated to explain the evolution of all known ga-
metophytic factors upon secondary contact between maize and
teosinte. Simultaneously considering all gametophytic factors
that isolate teosinte from maize—as the stylar barrier seems to
always arise in Z. m. mexicana, not maize—could better predict
their frequencies, which are known to differ across populations
(e.g. Kermicle 2006; Kermicle et al. 2006; Kermicle and Evans
2010).

Our work follows a simplification of empirical patterns
known from hybridizing Z. mays subspecies. That is, we as-
sume that M is initially common and F rare in teosinte, and does
not address the origins of gametophytic factors. While the initial
divergence at the pollen allele is outside the scope of our model,
it could be explained by pleiotropy: gametophytic factors in Z.
mays are members of the multi-function pectin methylesterase
(PME) and pectin methylesterase inhibitor (PMEI) gene families
(Moran Lauter et al. 2017; Lu et al. 2014, 2019, 2020) and could be
favored by mechanisms related to other functions. Notably, one
large subclass of PMEs contain both PME and PMEI domains,
providing a potential explanation for tight linkage of the M and
F alleles (Tian et al. 2006). Alternatively, these loci may have
evolved to prevent polyspermy (a known risk to embryo viabil-
ity in maize (Grossniklaus 2017)), or M and F could have initially
swept together by Fisherian runaway selection (as proposed by
Jain Jain 1967), followed by the decay of F, which is neutral once
M is fixed. As such, the origin of gametophytic factors by either
runaway selection or pleiotropy could explain the tight linkage
between pollen and style alleles found in maize (Lu et al. 2014),
which does not strongly impact the evolution of reinforcement
(Fig. S5).

This work was motivated by an empirical riddle. Despite
both an opportunity for reinforcement (gene flow occurs be-
tween subspecies, and hybrids have reduced but non-zero fit-
ness in either parental environment (Wilkes 1977; Hufford et al.
2012, although clear cases of adaptive introgression and delib-
erate hybridization by farmers exist)), and the observation that
stylar incompatibilities are common in Z. mays ssp. mexicana
sympatric with maize, “[t]he unexpected presence of the [male
compatibility] allele in sympatric landrace maize appear[ed]... to
negate any effect of [the] crossing barrier”, puzzling researchers
(Kermicle et al. 2006). Our model explains this observation as
the initial evolution of reinforcement while the stylar barrier
adaptively spreads through teosinte, followed by the adaptive
introgression of teosinte pollen compatibility alleles into maize.
We suggest that in most sympatric populations, at most gameto-
phytic factors, the stylar fertilization barrier (the F allele) rapidly
swept through teosinte (Phase 1 in Figure 2), and the pollen com-
patibility allele (M) has adaptively introgressed into sympatric
highland maize landraces (Phase 2 in Figure 2). In this case,
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our expectation from empirical observations suggests that these
populations are in the slow final phase of our model, in which
allele frequencies at the stylar barrier slowly equilibrate. Future
work should evaluate how this model applies to other biological
contexts, by incorporating a large number of adaptive loci sprin-
kled across a realistic genome, including the fitness effects of
intrinsic genetic barriers (Dobzhansky-Muller Incompatibilities),
and/or the modelling of more realistic population structures.

Materials and Methods

Quantifying reinforcement and its duration: We summarized our
results by quantifying the duration and maximum extent of
reinforcement. We quantified the amount of reinforcement at
generation g as (p[z,gen=g] − p[z,gen=0])/p[z,gen=0]. pz equals the
probability of being fertilized by non-migrant pollen, scaled
by the frequency of non-migrant pollen grains. We quantified
the duration of reinforcement as the number of generations for
which the amount of reinforcement was greater than 0.05.

Computer Code: All code is written in R (R Core Team 2020)
and is available at https://github.com/carushworth/gameto-
theory. We generated figures with the ggplot2 (Wickham 2016)
and cowplot (Wilke 2020) packages, and used the dplyr (Wick-
ham et al. 2020) package to process numeric results.

Partitioning selection: In a sense, all selection for or against the
female incompatibility allele, F, is indirect, as it does not itself
impact fitness. Nonetheless, we aim to partition total selec-
tion for (or against) the F allele into selection for reinforcement
and linked selection. In this exercise, we ignore the change in
frequency of paternally-derived genotypes (which includes mi-
gration, fertilization, and selection), as none of this change is
plausibly attributable to the F allele.

We first compute the difference in allele frequency between
maternally-derived haplotypes in offspring after vs. before
selection as ∆pF,mat directly from our results. ∆pF,mat =
pF,mat-derived after sel − pF,mom. We then decompose ∆pF,mat into
components of reinforcing and linked selection:

∆pF,mat = ∆pF,mat, Reinforcement + ∆pF,mat, Linked (2)

Each generation we find ∆pF,mat, Linked by calculating ∆pF,mat
under the counterfactual case of random fertilization. We
then find the change in frequency of F by reinforcing selection
∆pF,mat, Reinforcement by rearranging Eq. 2.
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Supplement

Supp. Text S1: Pseudo-code for our model

We forward iterated genotype frequencies over time, not by iterating a numerical equation, but rather by deterministic programmatic
iteration of a the evolutionary process. Our R scripts are included as a supplemental file, but here we provide pseudo-code to describe
the process to the reader.

1. Initiation: Beginning with user-specified initial allele frequencies in each population, as well as additional parameters (e.g. the
number of unlinked, local adaptation loci), we build initial genotype frequencies, assuming linkage equilibrium and random
mating within each population.

2. Iteration: Every generation, we iterate the evolutionary process, for both populations – one population at a time – by

(a) Meiosis in males: Generating haploid pollen grans from diploid genotypes by meiosis, using genotype frequencies in the
previous generation.

(b) Migration: Making a pollen pool with haplotype frequencies L
′

ix = Lix −m(Lix − Liy). Recall that m denotes the proportion
of pollen in population x which migrated from population y.

(c) Pollination and Fertilization: We assume that, after migration, pollen from the pollen pool falls randomly on styles within the
population, so the frequency of mating between a given pollen haplotype and stylar genotype (with frequencies from this
population after the conclusion of the previous generation) is their product. Fertilization is non-random, with c indicating
the strength of discrimination against incompatible m alleles. For a given diploid stylar genotype, the frequency of paternal
genomes with alleles A and a are pA and pa × (1− c), respectively, with each divided by the proportion of pollen compatible
with that stylar genotype (all pollen for f f genotypes and (1− c)× pMpollen after migration for F f and FF genotypes).

(d) Female meiosis and syngamy: Finally, females undergo meiosis and zygotes are generated at random, conditional on compati-
bility between stylar genotypes and pollen haplotype (above).

(e) Selection: We count the number of alleles at all A loci that mismatch the environment, nmaladapt, and calculate the fitness of
each genotype as (1− nmaladapt)

s. We calculate mean fitness as the product of genotype fitness and genotype frequency,
summed over all genotypes. Finally, we find the frequency of each genotype after selection as the product of its frequency
before selection and its fitness, divided by mean fitness.

(f) Return summary: We return a vector of genotype frequencies, as well as the extent of reinforcement in this population in this
generation (as described in the Methods). Optional returns are available (e.g. partitioning allele frequency change across the
life cycle, and evaluating "counterfactual scenarios" for selection for reinforcement and linked selection on F), which we only
used for a few exemplary scenarios to minimize computational and storage expense.

(g) Repeat or conclude: After conducting the steps above for both populations, we store the new genotypes’ frequencies, as well
as other quantities of interest. The simulation then returns to (a) if stopping criteria have not been met, or concludes if so.
By default, stopping criteria are: simulation length of at least 1000 generations and genotype frequencies at equilibrium
(identified when the sum of the absolute value of genotype frequency change across all phased genotypes in both populations
is less than 0.00001).

3. Conclusion: At the conclusion of the simulation, we return phasedAMF genotype frequencies after selection in each population
for every generation, the extent of reinforcement every generation, as well as optional summaries mentioned above (see code for
all options).

Supp. Text S2: Notation for gametophytic factors

Our notation throughout differs from the existing literature on gametophytic factors. In this literature, each of the three known
gametophytic factors (Ga1, Ga2, and Tcb1) is represented as a single locus with three haplotypes (e.g. Moran Lauter et al. 2017). The
“strong”’ haplotype, indicated by s or S, contains both functional alleles from this study (F and M). The haplotype with only the
pollen-expressed compatibility allele is referred to as m, and is equivalent to the Mf genotype in the present study. The non-functional
allele is referred to in the literature in lowercase (e.g. ga1, ga2, tcb1), and is equivalent to the mf genotype in our study. The mF
genotype is not known in the wild.

Supp. Text S3: Mathematical Appendix

We present standard recursion equations to provide some intuition for our results, but note that we did not use these recursions to
generate our figures, which come from a iteration of the process rather than an explicit recursion of 27 unphased (64 phased) genotype
frequencies in two non-randomly mating populations. Nor do we provide quasi-linkage equilibrium or Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
approximations as our focus is on the exact results provided in the main text. As such, the equations below, which largely recapitulate
standard results from population genetic theory, are meant to provide some mathematical intuition for our results.
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Migration All alleles change in frequency by migration in the same manner. Allele frequencies in pollen at the ith locus in the focal
population x after migration, L

′

ix, equal
L
′

ix = Lix − gy→x(Lix − Liy) (3)

Where the prime
′

denotes the frequency in pollen after pollen migration and Liy is the allele frequency in the other population. From
Eq 3, the change in allele frequency at the ith locus in pollen grains by pollen migration equals ∆L′ix migration = −gy→x(Lix − Liy), a
standard result in population genetics.

Fertilization We assume both no pollen limitation, and an infinite supply of pollen, such that the frequency of a pollen haplotype on a
stigma equals the frequency of this pollen haplotype in the local environment. Under this model, selection during fertilization changes
the frequency of alleles in paternally-derived haplotypes relative to their frequency in pollen after migration, and does not impact
allele frequencies of maternally-derived haplotypes.

After mating, the frequency of paternally-derived haplotypes bearing the pollen allele is pM′′ , with the double prime denoting that
frequencies are calculated after migration and fertilization. This value depends on the relative advantage of the pollen compatibility
allele on a given stylar genotype, c̃i (that is, the relative fitness of the compatible pollen haplotype M on a the ith stylar genotype),
weighted by the frequency of the ith diploid stylar genotype at the F locus (i.e. before migration), pi:

pM′′ = ∑ c̃i pi (4)

Where c̃i = 1/(1− ci pm′ ). If the stylar barrier is dominant, cFF = cF f = c and c f f = 0, and pM′′ = (1− p f f )
p

M′

1−cp
m′

+ p f f pM′ . We can

then find ∆p fertilization as

∆p fertilization = pM′′ − pM′

= (1− p f f )(
pM′

1− cpm′
− pM′ ) + p f f (pM′ − pM′ )

= (1− p f f )(
pM′

1− cpm′
− pM′ )

= (1− p f f )(
pM′

1− cpm′
−

pM′ (1− cpm′ )

1− cpm′
)

= (1− p f f )(
cpM′ pm′

1− cpm′
)

(5)

Equation 5 is the standard allele frequency change from population genetics weighted by the frequency with which selection can
operate – i.e. the frequency of incompatible styles.

Linked selection during fertilization. We now consider the change in frequency of an allele (A or F, described below as X which includes
both alleles) in linkage disequilibrium with the pollen incompatibility allele M due to the mating advantage of M.

After mating, we calculate the frequency of paternally-derived haplotypes bearing this linked allele, pX′′ , where the double prime
indicates that the frequency is calculated after both migration and mating. This quantity depends on the advantage of the pollen
compatibility allele on a given stylar genotype and the statistical association between alleles M and X (described by gametic phase
linkage disequilibrium, DMX , which is the covariance between M and X alleles in pollen after pollen migration), weighted by the
marginal frequency of the diploid genotype at the F locus in styles (i.e. before migration), pi.

pX′′ = pFF ×
p
′
X + c(D

′
MX + p

′
x p
′
m)

1− cp′m
+ pF f ×

p
′
X + c(D

′
MX + p

′
x p
′
m)

1− cpm
+ p f f ×

p
′
X
1

(6)

The change in frequency of an allele linked toM between pollination and fertilization is therefore

∆pX fertilization = (1− p f f )
c× D

′
MX

1− cp′m
(7)

As such, the alleles in positive linkage disequilibrium with the pollen compatibility allele M always increase in frequency during
fertility selection because of the fertilization advantage, so long as there are some incompatible styles in the population. Because
linkage disequilibrium between M and F, as well as M and A, is never less than zero, all teosinte alleles increase in frequency in both
populations by fertility selection (Figure 3B).

The generation of trans linkage disequilibrium during fertilization. We begin with two diverged populations, fixed for alternative alleles
at local adaptation and pollen compatibility loci and with different allele frequencies at the stylar incompatibility. As such, LD between
pollen compatibility and locally adaptive alleles is initially very large, and is broken down by migration and recombination.

The pollen-style incompatibility system generates trans LD between pollen and stylar loci – that is, compatibility rules generate a
statistical association between paternally-derived M alleles and maternally derived F alleles. Before selection, this trans LD equals

DMF,trans =
cp
′
m p

′
M pF p f f

1− cp′m
(8)
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Clearly, this also indirectly generates trans LD between maternally-derived stylar incompatibilities and loci in LD with the pollen
compatibility allele (or deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at the F locus). Trans LD is converted to cis LD by recombination.

Local adaptation Genotype frequencies at the local adaptation locus A after selection follow the standard population genetic equation
p
′

i = piwi/w.
With multiplicative fitness effects, at a single local adaptation locus in the population in which A is favored, genotypic fitnesses are:

wAA = 1, wAa = (1− s), and waa = (1− s)2, and mean fitness equals w = 1− 2pas + s2 paa. After selection, genotype frequencies are:

pAA,next gen =
p
′′′

AA
w

pAa,next gen =
p
′′′

Aa(1− s)
w

paa,next gen =
p
′′′

aAa(1− s)2

w

(9)

and the change in genotype frequencies between fertilization and viability selection are

∆pAA,next gen =
p
′′′

AA − wp
′′′

AA
w

=
sp
′′′

AA(2p
′′′
a − sp

′′′
aa)

w

∆pAa,next gen =
p
′′′

Aa(1− s)− wpAa

w
= −

sp
′′′

Aa(1− 2p
′′′
a + sp

′′′
aa)

w

∆paa,next gen =
p
′′′

aAa(1− s)2 − wp
′′′
aa

w
=
−2sp

′′′
aa(1− p

′′′
a − s(1− p

′′′
aa)/2)

w

(10)

.
With multiplicative fitness, the locally maladapted allele always decreases by direct selection, regardless of allele frequency or

inbreeding coefficient (Fig. S7).

Linked selection during local selection. After fertilization, selection directly changes the frequency of the local adaptation loci as
described above. This also changes the frequency of loci statistically associated with the locally adapted allele. The change in frequency
of an allele, X (e.g. F or M), linked to A by linked selection is determined by the selection coefficient s and zygotic LD, and equals:

∆X =
s(2DXX,A + DXx,A) + s2(DXX,aa + DXx,aa/2)

1− 2pas + s2 paa

where

DXX,A = pXX pa − pXXa

DXx,A = pXx pa − pXxa

DXX,aa = pXXaa − pXX paa

DXx,aa = pXxaa − pXx paa

(11)
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Figure S1 Results are robust to initial frequency of M in teosinte. The impact of variability in the initial frequency of pollen com-
patibility allele, M, in teosinte on the transient reinforcement of postmating prezygotic isolation (note all lines are on top of one
another). Parameter values: Selection — steo = smaize = 0.75. Migration — (gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.1). Recombination —
rAM = rMF = 0.0001. Allele frequencies — fM0,teo = displayed by color, fM0,maize = 0, fF0,teo = 0.01, fF0,maize = 0.
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Figure S2 Results change quantitatively with incomplete barriers. We allow for an imperfect barrier by asserting that styles
with fertilization barrier genotypes are fertilized by a given haplotype, k, with probability xk =

pk(1−δkc)
∑ xk

, where pk is the fre-
quency of haplotype k in pollen after fertilization, and δk equals zero for compatible pollen grains and one for incompatible pollen
grains. c, the efficacy of the barrier, is colored in the plot above. Parameter values: Selection — steo = smaize = 0.75. Migration
— (gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.1). Recombination — rAM = rMF = 0.0001. Allele frequencies — fM0,teo = 1, fM0,maize = 0,
fF0,teo = 0.01, fF0,maize = 0.
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Figure S3 The impact of asymmetric selection on the extent (A) and duration (B) of reinforcement: Over a range of migration
rates with rAM = rMF = 10−4
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Figure S4 The impact of linkage on the extent (A) and duration (B) of reinforcement: Over a range of symmetric selection coeffi-
cients. Symmetric selection coefficient and gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.03. We note that the x-axis moves from loose linkage on the
left to tight linkage on the right.
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Figure S5 Locus order impacts the amount and duration of reinforcement: Reinforcement amount (A) and duration (D) with de-
fault marker order AMF; amount (B) and duration (E) under marker order MFA; amount (C) and duration (F) with marker order
MAF. Shown are results with a symmetric selection coefficient of 0.8 and migration gmaize→teo = gteo→maize = 0.01. Note that the
x-axis moves from loose linkage on the left to tight linkage on the right.
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Figure S6 Asymmetrical variation in female preference does not underlie transience of reinforcement: Incorporating a second
maize-acting gametophytic factor does not qualitatively change the amount (A) or duration of reinforcement (B), although rein-
forcement begins at lower intensities of selection and reaches completion across more selection coefficients.
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Figure S7 Allele frequency change at A by direct selection: The locally maladaptive allele always decreases in frequency by direct
selection regardless of the degree of assortative fertilization and/ or population structure, summarized as the inbreeding coefficient,
f .
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